Exhibits and programs at hands-on science centers, museums, and on the web can be used to increase science literacy in optics and photonics. These informal science education efforts play a profound role in increasing the public's understanding of optics and photonics and its applications. Informal science education also plays a significant role in interesting young children in the photonics field. This paper presents a tour of the informal science education world and describes how scientists can work with science centers. It also describes how science centers and museums have made use of web broadcasts of special events such as eclipses to enhance public interest in science topics.
INTRODUCTION
Informal science education may be defined as all science education that takes place outside of the formal school classroom. In this definition, informal science education includes science education taking place in museums, hands-on science centers, children's museums, planetaria, through mass media, in live and film theatres, and in exhibits in the lobbies of public buildings. Science centers in particular have proven to be an effective vehicle to relay the excitement of science.' Museums have also become vehicles for displaying the magic of light and color in a more serene setting.2 This paper will provide a tour of science centers and describe what they can offer in the field of optics and photonics education. More importantly, this paper will briefly describe how optics professionals and professional optics educators can best work with informal institutions, which have a profoundly different culture than the university, research laboratories, or formal secondary education institutions. Many ofthe illustrations given will not be optics examples, but the reader can easily think of optics-related examples.
TYPES OF INFORMAL INSTITUTIONS
Some ofthe most common institutions that promote science are:
. Natural History and Science Museums: They often have a balance of static and activity oriented exhibits. . Hands-on science-technology centers: They often have predominately activity oriented exhibits referred to as "hands-on" exhibits. Science technology centers are often large urban institutions with a multitude of exhibits and programs geared for all ages. Most outside exhibits are meant to be interactive, if only in the sense that a visitor can play on it or observe it from different directions. Some are dynamic-moved by the wind or the visitor. The outside area of a science center is an extremely important area and in fact some science centers are best known by their outside "icon" exhibits, such as the DNA structure at Lawrence Hall of Science, shown below.
Inside the science center, exhibits may be either active (hands-on) or static. This distinction is not always a clear-cut one. The poster on optics education is attractive, easy to read, and friendly in its tone.
However, there is little that one can do with it besides read it. In contrast, across from it is an exhibit on stereo viewing of Mars using colored glasses. This one would be classified as interactive. The visitor must notice how the exhibit is set up and take the action pick up the colored glasses to view the photo on the wall. In all likelihood the visitor will take some time to be able to appreciate the 3-D effect. Another interactive exhibit is a hologram called "The Kiss", shown to trajectory of a spacecraft.
the left. As the visitor walks by a hologram of a women blows a kiss and winks. Ifthe visitor stops, the motion stops. This exhibit also illustrates a very fundamental aspect of exhibit design. Because of the nature ofthe hologram, this exhibit can only be seen from a height similar to the level ofthe hologram. Small children cannot see the exhibit, nor can extremely tall people. Considerable effort goes into each exhibit in order to try to find the right audience or to appeal to as wide an audience as possible. In the end, there is still a preferred audience for most exhibits, or sometimes a preferred height for the audience.
Some exhibits are found in building lobbies. In some cases the demonstrations and displays used for conferences and meetings are placed in the lobby where visitors can appreciate them as well. A display on an ultraviolet spacecraft is shown in the lobby of the Space Sciences Lab at UC Berkeley in the illustration on the right side. On the floor of the lobby (left below) is a permanent exhibit on the Many exhibits are housed in equally non-traditional locations. A recent traveling exhibit on Mars sponsored by a Children's Museum was place in a suburban shopping mall. This location was successful as it attracted visitors that may not regularly venture downtown to the Children's Museum. Parking at the mall was plentiful, a key issue for any science center or museum.
Although this paper will not discuss the wide variety of fine optics exhibits in museums and science centers around the world, a few examples will be discussed in order to highlight the attributes of good optics exhibits. . Not reliant on extensive reading or following instructions-research has shown that many people don't read or follow directions.
Another excellent exhibit, ofgreater complexity, is the solar spectrum exhibit at Flandrau Science Center, shown below. It uses a heliostat on the roofto track the Sun, and then projects the sunlight through a roofopening to a mirror/grating arrangement. The spectrum is projected in a way where solar absorption lines can be easily seen.
Some ofthis exhibit's best features are that it is colorful, attractive, and illustrates a fundamental scientific principle. Like nearly all other science center exhibits, the exhibit exists in the larger museum context. The context ofthe exhibit is shown in the illustration seen below on the right. The solar spectrum exhibit is approachable mainly from one direction and the visitor must negotiate movement around several other exhibits to get to it. Although such a fine exhibit would look good by itself in the middle of an empty floor, the reality of museums is very different. It is one of many exhibits and surrounded by many unrelated exhibits. This common context must be taken into account in the design of exhibits.
Not all optics exhibits are as single purpose as these two examples on mirrors and solar spectra. Perhaps, the first step to getting more optics into a science center might be to examine exhibits and programs at the center on other subjects and see if they utilize optics or optics principles. Optical concepts in these exhibits can then be reinforced. In injecting more optics into science centers, the optics professional should pay careful attention to decidedly non-optics exhibits where a point about optics can be made. For example, the floor area with mirrors shown here is part of an exhibit on human movement where the visitor might dance or move. Further information on mirrors could be provided. A NASA Moon rock exhibit that has a magnifying glass is another example where optical explanations can be given. Optics can be worked into these exhibits through extra written material (signage) around the exhibit, through a printed visitor's guide, or through a teacher's guide.
WEB-BASED EVENTS
A final, very important area for informal education is the Internet and world-wide web. A variety of web-based products from informal science institutions have enhanced their educational effectiveness. Web-based educational activities, interactive exhibits, and teacher guides to exhibits have all proved extremely valuable. One particular activity with great potential is the use ofweb-based events to bring a topical area into prominence. The event can be broadcast over the Internet by a science center. The audience may be visitors at other science centers watching the event or members of the public accessing the event through their computer. The science center plays the host role for events that are happening remotely and can send a video team to cover the event. The science center can also build educational materials around the event and create an opportunity for live questions and answers about the event. For the field of optics, the event might be the casting of an 8-meter mirror, special laser surgery, the first light images of a telescope, or the etching of unique nanometer structures.
As an example of such a web-based event, a high-visibility event was created by San Francisco' s Exploratorium (science center) around the total solar eclipse in Zambia that took place on June 21 , 2001 . The "Live from Africa" solar eclipse event was a great educational success. Sponsored by the Exploratorium and NASA's Sun-Earth Connection Education Forum, and endorsed by the National Society of Black Physicists, the hour-long program from Africa explained the science behind solar eclipses. In addition, the science of the active Sun was explored through imagery and videos from NASA solar missions such as SOHO and TRACE.
This event and others like it can serve as prototypes of web-based events hosted by science centers that are designed to reach large and geographically diverse audiences. Scientists play a very important role in these webcasts. They help develop the background material that can be posted on the web for reference. They also can provide live explanations and answer questions in the webcast. Scientists in different locations can also answer questions and do science demonstrations to a live audience at local institutions hosting the webcast. A great deal of advance planning is required to successfully create such an event.
This eclipse event had a very impressive reach:
. 42,OOO people participated at museums, science centers, and planetaria all over the world Though webcasts ofthis type have only been done in the last few years, it is likely that many more will take place over the next few years, and optics educators are looking for ways to use this medium.
FINAL THOUGHTS ON WORKING WITH SCIENCE CENTERS
Science Centers and other informal institutions are important avenues for increasing science literacy. Optics and photonics are natural topics that can be incorporated into science centers. Demonstrations and exhibits in this area can be very effective and highly illustrative ofkey scientific concepts. Science centers such as Flandrau Science Center in Tucson and the Lawrence Hall of Science in Berkeley have benefited greatly from collaborative efforts with scientists. Scientists who want to work effectively with science centers must try to accept the premise that science centers are the expert in presenting science to the public. While university scientists have considerable experience teaching students, they often have much less experience in working with young children, older adults or the general public. The education ofthese diverse groups may be considered specialties in themselves.
Science centers do work educationally; they make science interesting and can attract large audiences. Science center personnel have extensive experience in developing exhibits and programs. They are in contact with the public day after day. While they are enthusiastic about trying new approaches, they are not believers in magic bullets or that there are panaceas for the problem of scientific literacy.
With that in mind, the scientist can be an advocate for a variety of educational approaches that capture the full measure ofthe science and the process ofscience. Content specialty and process understanding represent the scientist's most precious areas of expertise. This collaboration between photonics scientists and science centers can be very fruitful if approached from a collegial perspective with respect for those in the science center, who perhaps have a more limited understanding ofthe science. Some scientists believe that working with graduate students and doing cutting edge science makes them a better educator than someone who works predominantly with children and doesn't have this extensive research background. On the contrary, someone who designs educational materials for children most certainly will have a better perspective on how to present that material to the public and perhaps a more profound understanding of misconceptions and other impediments to learning.
Scientists should also pay particular attention to the power ofthe world-wide web and webcasts. They provide an effective way to reach large numbers of people worldwide and also provides a way for scientists to effectively use their specialized skills in a webcast. Webcasts also are cost-effective and educationally effective. Scientists should also be aware that yhere are professional organizations associated with natural history museums, children's museums, planetaria, and hands-on science technology centers. Organizations like the Association for Science and Technology Centers (ASTC), based in Washington D.C.3 can also be very useful in helping the scientist arrange collaborations with hands-on science centers.
